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The Group
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Susan Sean Maddie

Our Cast of Characters
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Ash Taylor

Meet the ultimate crime-fighting design 
team: Susan Pallmann, Sean Riley, Maddie 
Kapfhammer, Ash Stone, and Taylor Shaw. 
This elite squad formed Spark Collaborative. 

Thrown together in the beginning days of 
the semester, they set out to tackle one 
big design problem, Evolve KY. Using their 
combined talents, each member of the 
team worked together to accomplish the 
goal and in the end prevailed against the 
ultimate enemy: bad design.
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The Boss Man 

Evolve KY is a Louisville based electric vehicle group 

dedicated to driving awareness about electric vehicles 

in the community. Their members range from 

environmentally conscious drivers to tech-loving tesla 

owners. They also have an adopt-a-charger program 

where they work with local businesses to install free to 

use EV chargers in the area. They are big sponsors for 

various events around the city, such as Drive Electric 

Week, where they host an electric vehicle convoy from 

Lexington to Louisville. 
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Define
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Get Prepped 

Before we met with Evolve KY for the first time, our 

group had some preparation to do. We looked over 

what content they had available, like their website 

and social media, and began to draft questions 

based on what we found. We needed to know where 

they wanted to take their organization, and what 

they wanted us to focus our design skills on.

For the meeting, we each were given roles. Susan 

was to be the discussion leader, Maddie was the 

observer, Taylor was the note taker, with Sean and 

Ash as the diagrammers. With our roles assigned 

and questions created, we began our mock 

interviews. Leslie stood in as our client and we 

honed our interview skills and ironed out the kinks 

before the big meeting.
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The Meet-Cute 

The big day was here! Our meeting was on August 

27th at the Belknap Academic Building. Our 

attendees were Stuart, the president of Evolve KY, 

and Karen, a member of the group. Susan guided 

the discussion from the history of the group through 

to what they wanted to focus on in the future. 

A big aspect they wanted to focus on was the 

informative side of the group, spreading the word 

to the general public about why EVs are a good 

buy. The best way to do that was to focus on the 

website, which they were well aware could use some 

updating. We talked over what they expected from 

us and discussed what deliverables they would like. 

At the end of the meeting, we left excited at the 

prospect of building a new brand look.
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Explore 
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Making a Mark

During the meeting, Stuart expressed a desire to 

keep the current logo of the organization, and we 

respected his decision. However, we decided to 

clean up the look of the current logo by removing 

the gradient and making it flat. We also decided to 

create a new secondary mark that drew off of the 

leaf shape in the logo. This new mark is easier to 

scale and works in a 1:1 ratio.
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The Fork in the Road

So after nailing down some of our big brand 

changes, we turned to ideation mode. We did 

some quick sketches based on what we learned 

from the Design Week Humana Workshop that we 

had attended. We did various exercises to help us 

generate different concepts to use. By the end of 

the exercises we had two directions, we called them 

techy and crunchy.
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EvolveKY is a group of electric vehicle owners and 

enthusiasts with the desire to move our current

boring state of driving forward — and fast.

LearnMore

About us Charger Map Adopt a Charger Calender Join

Edu�ation

Educating the public in innovative wa�s, 

and demonstrating that electric vehicles 

are fun, economical, and planet-

friendl�.

Community

Our members are electric vehicle owners 

and enthusiasts. Monthl� meetings and 

outreach events keep our mission going.

Progress

A zero emission vehicle means less pollution 

and less associated health-related issues. 

Driving electric means driving responsibl�.

See what it’s all about

Adopt a Charger

Come see us at our next monthly meeting, Ride and Drive, 
or just reach out and ask questions. Our events are open to 
everyone and we love hearing new perspectives.

Find out if a level 2 charger is right for your local business. 
Learn about the costs and benefits of adopting your own 
charger and how you can help grow our program. 

Event Calender

LearnMore

Our next meeting

Full Calendar

OCT 27

2:30 PM

4936 Brownsboro Rd

About us Charger Map Adopt a Charger Calender Join

Subscribe to our Newsletter

Copyright line at bottom of page EVol�eKY lang�age �opyright line at bottom of page EVol�eKY lang�age

Email

Submit

Kentu��y’s own 

ele�tri� vehi�le group

Stay in the loop

Follow us on social media and keep up with our latest 
events and news. Questions? Send us an email.
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Header

Subhead

Body

Sofia Pro Bold 

Abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Sofia Pro Semi Bold 

Abcdefghijklm�opqrstuvwxyz 

AB���FGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Sofia Pro Medium 

Abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

A��DEFGHIJKLM�OPQRSTUVWXYZ

Button 1 Button 2

Concept 1: Techy Modern | Clean | Bright | Simple
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Kentucky's own 
electric vehicle group
EvolveKY is a group of electric vehicle 

owners and enthusiasts with the desire 

to move our current boring state of 

driving forward - and fast

Education Community Progress

Educating the public in innovative 

ways, and demonstrating that 

electric vehicles are fun, economical, 

and planet-friendly.

Our members are electric vehicle 

owners and enthusiasts. Monthly 

meetings and outreach events keep 

our mission going.

A zero emission vehicle means less 

pollution and less associated health-

related issues. Driving electric 

means driving responsibly.

See what it's all about.
Come see us at our next monthly meeting, Ride and Drive, or 

just reach out and ask questions. Our events are open to 

everyone and we love hearing new perspectives. 

 

Our next meeting is October 27 at 4936 Brownsboro Rd.

Adopt a Charger
Find out if a level 2 charger is right for your local business. Learn about 

the costs and benefits of adopting your own charger and how you can 

help grow our program. 

PROGRAMS

Copyright 2015-2019, EVolve KY, LLC 

Adopt a Charger 

Ride and Drive 

Drive Electric Week

About Charger Map Adopt a Charger Calendar

INVOLVEMENT

Join Evolve KY 

Ride and Drive 

Volunteer

RESOURCES

Media 

Partnerships 

More Information
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Concept 2: Crunchy Approachable | Playful | Organic | Grassroots

Header

Subhead Subhead

Body

Roboto Slab Bold

Roboto Slab Bold
Raleway Bold

Raleway Regular
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Select
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And So We Meet Again

With our two concepts in tow, we met with Evolve 

KY for the second time. This time Leslie was there 

to join us with our meeting with Stuart and Ellen, 

the Evolve KY secretary. Sean and Maddie were 

the presenters for this meeting, with Sean covering 

concept 1 and Maddie covering concept 2. During 

the meeting they didn’t tip their hand, so we had to 

wait till the next Tuesday to hear their decision. And 

as next Monday morning rolled around, we already 

had an email from them; they had picked crunchy! 
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Produce
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Taking Care of Business

Now that we had a clear direction we could set 

to work on creating the deliverables. Maddie was 

made the creative director to ensure that the various 

pieces were staying cohesive and on-brand. Each 

member was given their own set of deliverables to 

work on and at the beginning of each class meeting, 

we would put work on our pin-up board to see what 

everyone had done since the last class. In these mini-

critiques, we were checking for edits and making 

any suggestions we felt were needed.

In only a few short weeks, the group had amassed 

the entire set of deliverables, and they were all 

looking mighty fine and ready to be shown at the 

final meeting with Evolve. 
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Brand Standards: Logo

Evolve KY  |  9

When using the logo, be sure to allow for an appropriate 

amount of negative space surrounding each mark to ensure that 

it maintains enough visual weight. To help judge this negative 

space, consider using the ”KY” from the longer word mark and the 

uppercase “E” from the additional mark as rough measurements 

for negative space.

 

When using the logo on top of other brand colors, be sure to 

consider the above guide for the most appropriate way to layer 

these elements. Note that the mark should never appear in any 

color but the original brand blue and white. This allows for the 

highest contrast and visual presence.

 

Spacing

Additional
Mark

Original
Logo

Layering
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Brand Standards: Additional Marks
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As a general rule, The brand colors should be the main colors used in any 

marketing and design materials produced. with the exception of illustrations, the 

two blues and yellow are primary colors and the red and green should be used as 

supporting colors for the most part. This is intended to create the most consistency 

across different platforms and materials.

 

When using Brand colors on top of each other, it is important to remember the 

visual impact and contrast that certain colors can have especially when placed 

close to others. As a general rule, make sure to only layer colors if there is enough 

contrast to allow the content to remain visually dynamic. This rule is especially 

important when it comes to type. Please make sure that headlines have heavy 

contrast and body type remains legible, even at smnall sizes.

Color usage

Color LayeringRGB: 54, 115, 186

CMYK: 81, 53, 0, 0

HEX: #3674BA

RGB: 143, 198, 79

CMYK: 49,1, 91, 0

HEX: #8FC64F

RGB: 41, 51, 92

CMYK: 94, 86, 36, 28

HEX: #28335c

RGB: 242, 39, 31

CMYK: 3, 39, 100, 0

HEX: #F2A61F

RGB: 227, 89, 42

CMYK: 6, 80, 96, 0

HEX: #E3592A

Aa Aa
Yes No

Brand Standards: Color
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Raleway
Subhead, Body

Roboto Slab
Headers

Sample header
Samle Subhead
Optas et is ut a di vollupt assunt, nos sinvelest prestemquaces-

simi, odi aut fugia numqui quiate pre voluptia peditius, et as in 

cor sunt ea corepe iumquos reribus qui optationsed quid quiaN-

equoditat rem quiandunt dit faccus quis nonsere nobitaquam 

alitaeptati dolupta tionsequia doluptate que volo ellis alit, nest 

estibus et ped est essentio volut poraeptae voluptation nobis 

Caption header
Optas et is ut a di vollupt assunt, nos sinvelest prestemquacessimi, 

odi aut fugia numqui quiate pre voluptia peditius, et as in cor sunt ea 

corepe iumquos reribus qui optationsed quid quiaNequoditat rem 

quiandunt dit faccus quis nonsere nobitaquam alitaeptati dolupta 

tionsequia doluptate que volo ellis alit, nest estibus et ped est es-

sentio volut poraeptae voluptation nobis simusan dignametum si ut 

rem enimustrum dolupta pa voluptatquas iunt.Minvent. 

Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Medium
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Type Samples

Brand Standards: Typography
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Characters

Vehicles

Supporting Elements

The brand illustrations are meant to be energetic and colorful, so use them 

accordingly.  For the best possible outcomes, consider the colors used in the 

illustrations themselves and how they might interact with a given background 

color. These illustrations make up much of the visual identity of the brand, so it is 

imperitive that these remain at their highest quality. 

Illustration & Usage

Brand Standards: Illustrations
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Brand Standards: Pattern
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Evolve KY
P.O. Box 22055
Louisville, KY 40252
www.EvolveKY.org

John Smith
Title
JohnS@EvolveKY.org
502.123.4567

EvolveKY.org

EvolveKY.org

Business Letter | Business Card   | Envelope
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P O RT L A N D

Healthy House
Portland Ave., Louisville

The Anchor Building
Portland Ave., Louisville

E AST E N D

Thomas Jefferson 
Unitarian Church

D OW N TOW N

The Green Building
Market Street, Louisville

Jefferson Community and 
Technical College

Irish Rover
Frankfort Ave., Louisville

H I G H L A N D S

Highland Green Building
Bardstown Road, Louisville

Passionist Earth & Spirit Center
Newburg Road, Louisville

Logan Street Market

Safai Coffee
Bardstown Road

Heine Brothers’ Mid-City Mall 

H I K ES  P O I N T

Heine Bros. Coffee

P R O S P ECT

Prospect Plaza

YMCA at Norton Commons

Norton Healthcare 
(Brownsboro Road Campus) 

J E F F E R S O N TOW N

J-town Farmers Market

C R EST WO O D

Yew Dell Botanical Gardens
Crestwood, KY

O U T S I D E  LO U I SV I L L E

Bernheim Forest
Clermont, KY

For more charging locations visit evolveKY.org/ev-charger-map/

Louisville EV Charger Locations

64

71 265

264

71

65 264

264

64

265

Thomas Jefferson Unitarian Church

Norton Healthcare

YMCA Norton
Commons

Prospect Plaza

J-Town Farmer’s Market

Heine Brothers’

Hikes Point

The Irish Rover

Heine Brothers’ Mid-City Mall

Passionist Earth 
& Spirit Center

The Highland Green Building

The Green Building

Healthy House

Anchor Building

Louisville EV 
Charger Locations

JCTC
Logan Street Market

Safai Coffee Shop

Folder Sticker | Folder Design | Charger Location Card
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2.   We find funding
olve KY searches for sponsors, and since we are a non-profit, they get the double benefit of 

getting a tax deduction and the marketing value of having a logo displayed on signage.

3.   Everyone wins!
The community gets the benefit of promoting zero-emission vehicles and having a publicly 

available and fee-free charger for years to come!

1.   We search for an appropriate site
 perfect place is somewhere people will stay for typically 45 minutes or more to charge, 

such as shopping areas, parks, fitness facilities, restaurants or libraries. We then do a site 

visit and find out how much it will cost to get a charger installed. The cost is between 
$4,000 and $9,000 for a level 2 dual charger, which charges two cars.

It’s simple! 

Evolve KY is Kentucky’s electric vehicle group. Through our work, we aim 
to speed up the adoption of Electric Vehicles (EVs) as a cleaner form of 
personal transportation. Installing a dual pedestal charger will mean on 
average $2,400 worth of added revenue and CO2 offset of five tons or 
the equivalent of 5.3 acres of forest per year.

For more information on our Adopt a Charger program, please contact Stuart Ungar at stuart@evolveky.org.

People choose EVs for various reasons. Some like the technology. Some like how fun they are. 

Some like the environmental benefits. Some tout the health benefits. And everyone likes the 

savings!  EVs are much less costly to “fuel” and maintain, and last longer than most vehicles. 

Once you experience an EV, you’ll want one! Our Adopt a Charger program is a simple way for 

businesses, foundations and individuals to have a hand in creating clean electric car charging 

infrastructure in Kentuckiana.

Evolve KY is Kentucky’s electric vehicle group. Through our work, we aim to speed up 
the adoption of Electric Vehicles (EVs) as a cleaner form of personal transportation. 
Installing a dual pedestal charger will mean on average $2,400 worth of added 
revenue and co2 offset of five tons or the equivalent of 5.3 acres of forest per year.

For more information on our Adopt a Charger program, please contact

Stuart Ungar at stuart@evolveky.org.

We look for an appropriate site. 
perfect place is somewhere people will stay for typically 45 minutes or more to charge, 
such as shopping areas, parks, fitness facilities, restaurants or libraries. We then do a site 
visit and find out how much it will cost to get a charger installed. The cost is between 
$4,000 and $9,000 for a level 2 dual charger, which charges two cars.

We find funding. 
Evolve KY searches for sponsors, and since we are a non-prof-
it, they get the double benefit of getting a tax deduction and 
the marketing value of having a logo displayed on signage.

Everyone wins! 
The community gets the benefit of 
promoting zero-emission vehicles and 
having a publicly-available and fee-free 
charger for years  to come!

People choose EVs for various reasons. Some like the technology. Some like how fun they are. Some 
like the environmental benefits. Some tout the health benefits. And everyone likes the savings! EVs 
are much less costly to “fuel” and maintain, and last longer than most vehicles. Once you experience 
an EV, you’ll want one! Our Adopt a Charger program is a simple way for businesses, foundations and 
individuals to have a hand in creating clean electric car charging infrastructure in Kentuckiana.

It’s simple! Just a car,
but simpler.

evolveky.org

EVolve KY is a grassroots non-profit 
group of Kentucky’s electric vehicle 
owners, leading the state’s clean 
transportation revolution by installing 
fee-free community chargers, educating 
the public in innovative ways, and 
demonstrating that EVs are fun, 
economical, and planet-friendly. 
 
With electric vehicles, you can skip the 
gas stations and repairs. Drive with  
an easy mind.

Interested in or curious about electric 
vehicles? Come see what we’re all about 
at our monthly meetings and Drive and 
Ride events, always open to the public.

Adopt-a-Charger Info Fliers | Rack Card
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Lorem ipsum at delicae 

At voluptatus delicae

Ipsam nobisimi, occaepelis sim restion cum voloritatum rent periosapis unt quiducilit, natent.

Aquos cus endis et ma de aceatio reictoreptat lant, intis porepero tem vellaborrum fugiatur, 

eos soluptatque lantur, quia vellam nobis evenient plabor ad qui reium faccus asit haritemo 

quost vit audaes dolore, nonsequis molum doluptio di odit, nis et, oditatae num aliquamus 

es et fugitio temporerorum harchilit pliquam fuga. Gendipicte net dolori reiusae non cus aut 

ea nam aciunto oditatius di dolorum que nem sunt laborum fugit, qui tent lit od magname-

tur, eribeatis mintint iatur, toribust doluptatur sita demperrorro volorem quam apicilibus do-

lorec totatem. Hendam am nates ullaccum haruntorum aut expliquis est que plibus.

Aligendem hit, vid moluptati nis mo tem qui dolor aliciur, aliatius elluptas ipsa cusa non pe

Ipsam nobisimi, occaepelis sim restion cum voloritatum rent periosapis unt quiducilit, natent.

Aquos cus endis et ma de aceatio reictoreptat lant, intis porepero tem vellaborrum fugiatur, 

eos soluptatque lantur, quia vellam nobis evenient plabor ad qui reium faccus asit haritemo

Ipsam nobisimi, occaepelis sim restion 

cum voloritatum rent periosapis unt qui-

ducilit, natent. Aquos cus endis et ma de 

aceatio reictoreptat lant, intis poreper

Ipsam nobisimi, occaepelis sim restion 

cum voloritatum rent periosapis unt qui-

ducilit, natent. Aquos cus endis et ma de 

aceatio reictoreptat lant, intis poreper

Evolveky.org

Im ea dent

The Future is Easy 
You never have to stop at a gas station. 
It’s cheaper and easier to fill up — just 
plug it in.

No oil changes and much less to break 
or repair with so fewer parts than an 
internal combustion engine (ICE) car. 

With tax incentives, some 
electric cars can be 
comparable in price to a 
similar conventional 
car—maybe even less. 

Many EV drivers buy an electric car 
to make a statement about their 
environmental consciousness, 
to reduce foreign oil consumption, 
or to have the latest and greatest 
technology.

They are fast, 
responsive and 
really fun to 
drive!

They are 
chock full of 

the latest 
tech.

They are
blissfully quiet.

You will spend significantly less money on
fuel and maintenance and there are electric 
vehicles at just about every price point.

Infographic | Email Newsletter
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Just a car,
but simpler.
 
With electric vehicles, you can 
skip the gas stations and repairs. 
Drive with an easy mind.

Just a car, but 
simpler.
 

•  With electric vehicles, you can skip the 
gas stations and repairs.

•  Interested in or curious about  electric 
vehicles? Come see what we’re all about 
at our monthly meetings and Drive and 
Ride events, always open  to the public.

•  With electric vehicles, you can skip the 
gas stations and repairs.

•  With electric vehicles, you can skip 
the gas stations and repairs.

Just a car, but 
simpler.
 

•  With electric vehicles, you can skip the 
gas stations and repairs.

•  Interested in or curious about  electric 
vehicles? Come see what we’re all about 
at our monthly meetings and Drive and 
Ride events, always open  to the public.

•  With electric vehicles, you can skip the 
gas stations and repairs.

•  With electric vehicles, you can skip 
the gas stations and repairs.

Presentation Template
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RESERVED

Electric vehicle 
Charging Station

EvolveKY.org EvolveKY.org

A D O P T  A  C H A R G E R

Sponsored free community 
electric vehicle charging

Location 0

R E S E R V E D

Electric Vehicle 
Charging 

Reserved Sign | Sponsor Sign | Parking Spot Template
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Leslie Friesen
1Member since 11 |14 |2019

Membership badge 
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Social Media Templates
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Desktop Site
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Mobile site
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Evaluate
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And In Conclusion...

Group projects are always going to be a bit tricky, 

and there are going to be bumps along the way, 

but they have their own way of sorting themselves 

out. With our limited time frame, we were able to 

accomplish so much. Just looking back at their 

original website compared to our new one gives us 

a real sense of accomplishment. We have left our 

positive mark on Evolve KY, and it’s one that we can 

be proud of.








